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Introduction

Behavioural economics is a field of economics concerning topics of consumers’ decision-making in relationship to rationality, emotions, social and cognitive factors. The goal of behavioural economics is not to replace neo-classic economics theories, but rather to complete them. It is interesting to see how consumers’ decision-making is influenced by perceived reality. If we work with an idea that consumers tend to behave irrationally based on bounded perception, behavioural economics can explain seemingly irrational behaviour. It can help us understand how and why consumers’ decision-making is influenced on certain occasions and can help us avoid making those mistakes in future or alternatively can help retailers use strategies that profit from human tendencies to misbehave.

The first goal is to examine new economic trends of behavioural economics in relationship with consumers and their decision-making processes. For that reason, I present behavioural economics and its concept concerning moments when consumers tend to make errors and misbehave. The second goal is to focus on price setting strategies using insights from behavioural economics and how to use them to maximize a company’s utility just from price itself. The third goal is to study pricing strategies of the chosen company and examine whether the company is using behavioural pricing strategies and whether they influence consumers’ decision-making on purpose.

Methods

As for my thesis the secondary data was used and quantitative research (the data analysis) was conducted. The secondary data was borrowed from company’s quarterly reports and surveys conducted by statistical companies. The purpose of the research was to critically analyse pricing strategy of the particular company – Apple Inc., with focus on iPhone devices and further discuss and propose recommendation towards pricing strategies.

The thesis analyse pricing strategies of Apple Inc., since the company recognize well the power of price and uses many pricing strategies borrowed from behavioural economics. Apple is one of the well-known company which uses behavioural pricing strategies in order to influence consumers’ decision-making. It is an example of how behavioural economics’ strategies work in real life and how such strategies can at least partially contribute to transforming a small start-up company into billion-dollar business. I am going to analyse pricing strategy especially of iPhone products, since the greatest revenue comes from selling mobile devices.

Results

- The analysis revealed, that the company uses behavioural pricing strategies such as: Pain of paying, Prestige pricing and Charm pricing
- The company also uses behavioural segmentation such as: Segmentation based on loyalty and Purchase behaviour: confirmation bias and loss aversion
- The usage of decoy effect was not confirmed
- The analysis revealed that Apple policy is focused towards high prices. The revenue growth was confirmed to be the outcome of the Prestige pricing strategy
- The price elasticity was examined and the results states, that demand for iPhone devices is inelastic at early stage of product-life cycle

Conclusions

The analysis shows that despite the low cost of production, the company choosed to set prices of iPhone devices high and anchored itself as expensive in comparison with competitors. The company reported the highest revenue of all times from iPhone sales, thanks to usage of Prestige Pricing. Because of the inelasticity of the demand, the company is able to increase its prices and therefore increase the revenue despite lower units sold. The factors influencing inelasticity and thus possible peak price was further discussed.

Of course, it is not only the behavioural pricing strategy that helped the company to become sucessful, but on top of neo-classical policies, it enriches the marketing portfolio and created a powerful tool for influencing decision-making in the company’s favour.
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